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REVIEWING YOUR RENEWAL 
PROCESS AND LETTERS 

 CAN AVOID HEADACHES
 The business axiom that it costs less to keep a cus-
tomer than to get a new customer certainly applies to the 
rental industry.  Every community wants good tenants to 
stay forever and always sends good tenants renewal letters.  
However, communities are also sending out too many 
renewal letters by mistake to problem tenants.  Because we 
regularly handle situations regarding renewal letters (of-
fers), this month we address renewal letter problems, and 
how to avoid them.
 Renewal letter horror stories run the gamut.  
However, renewal letter problems generally fall into two 
categories.  One, you accidentally send a renewal letter 
to a tenant that should not be renewed.  You were plan-

ning on serving 
this tenant with a 
Notice to Vacate, 
but instead sent a 
renewal letter.  
Two, after you 
send a renewal 
letter that you 
meant to send; the 

tenant becomes a significant problem.  With more and 
more management companies adopting sixty-day notice 
periods, this has become more common.  When a tenant 
has to give sixty days notice, communities are sending out 
renewal letters as much as three months prior to the end 
of the lease term.  
 Three months is a long time.  Even an ideal ten-
ant’s circumstances and conduct can change significantly 
in ninety days.  Tenants, who have been marginal prob-
lems, may become huge problems after a renewal letter 
goes out.  Without thoughtful analysis and correspond-
ing policies, all options are bad if a problem tenant gets 
a renewal offer.  If you renew and a problem tenant’s bad 
behavior persists, landlords then have to pursue a difficult 
or time-consuming non-compliance eviction.  Evictions 
based on notices to vacate are routine.  Evictions based
continued on page 2 

IS YOUR COMMUNITY 
READY FOR WINTER?

READY OR NOT- IT’S ON THE WAY!
 As daylight savings time disappears and the leaves 
fall it is not hard to expect that winter will soon be upon 
us.  Wintry weather can present many challenges to Apart-

ment Communi-
ties!  With that in 
mind and an eye on 
the calendar we felt 
it appropriate to 
excerpt and pass on 
some of the interest-
ing tips and observa-
tions from a recent 

article in the ‘NAA Operations Insights News’ on the steps 
apartment communities should take to prepare for winter.  
 There is a lot of wisdom in the old saying that 
“timely prevention is worth a pound of cure”.  In order to 
avoid surprises caused by wintry weather, it is wise to put 
preventive maintenance plans in place now to deal with 
the coming colder temperatures, slippery ice and mounds 
of snow.  The Old Farmer’s Almanac is predicting a frigid 
winter this year with below average temperatures and 
snow, so apartment community owners and managers 
should be planning ahead.  Some of the best winter main-
tenance practices for preparing your property include:
 Securing Vendors  Fall is the ideal time to 
touch base with vendors about supplies and services. 
This includes products such as salt for sidewalks, as well 
as services such as water remediation, snow removal and 
plumbing. Make sure they’re up to speed and they have 
all of the property contact information, and they have ev-
erything up to date, as far as who they would need to call 
and who would be calling them. Apartment-community 
owners and managers may want to consider requesting 
a priority agreement, in which their business will take 
precedence (e.g., “We guarantee we’ll be there within two 
hours” noted in the contract) over other properties dur-
ing an emergency. 
continued on page 2 
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on disturbing other tenants can involve five or even more 

witnesses.  Frequently, 
some of the key witnesses 
in non-compliance cases 
are other tenants that don’t 
or won’t get involved.  
Finally, if a landlord evicts 
based on non-compliance, 

the tenant can frequently club the landlord over the head 
with the renewal letter.  “Your honor, if I am such a bad 
tenant, why did they offer to renew me?”.
 When these renewal problems surface, the situ-
ation board at THS lights up. Landlords often ask us 
whether they can revoke or take back the renewal offer if 
it was sent by mistake, or circumstances have changed to 
the point that the community is justified in not renew-
ing.  Can a landlord revoke a renewal offer?  Maybe.  The 
answer depends on the 
language of the renewal 
letter.  Unfortunately, 
most of the renewal let-
ters we have reviewed do 
not allow a landlord to 
retract a renewal letter 
(offer).
 Basic contract 
law governs renewal letters.  Contracts are formed when 
there is an offer and acceptance.  Landlords start the ball 
rolling by making tenants offers to renew their leases.  
Firm offers have no conditions other than for the other 
party to accept.  Firm offers cannot be revoked.  If a re-
newal letter is a firm offer, the renewal offer cannot be re-
voked.  It is either accepted, or dies when it is not accept-
ed by the deadline.  If no deadline is placed on when the 
tenant can accept a renewal offer, the tenant can accept 
the renewal offer within a reasonable time.  A reasonable 
time means up to and including the last day of the tenant’s 
current lease term.  If a renewal offer only requires the 
tenant to accept, and has no time limit for acceptance, the 
renewal offer (letter) cannot be withdrawn.
 Many renewal letters are clearly offers to renew.  
For example, many renewal letters state that the property 
is “pleased to offer” the tenant a renewal, or “invite the 
tenant to renew”.  By using such language, the community 
is clearly making an offer and many times such offers lock 
you into specific rates for an extended period of time.  
Similarly, some communities use combination renewal 
letters.  The renewal letter has both an offer to renew, and 
the tenant can accept by signing the letter in the designat-
ed space.  Almost all of the combination renewal letters 
that we have reviewed use language that makes the renewal 
continued on page 3

IS YOUR COMMUNITY READY FOR WINTER? 
continued from page 1
 Take Inventory of Equipment and Utilities. 
There should be a record of what is available (e.g., shov-
els, snow blower), and any equipment that may be used 
during the season should be tested to make sure it works. 
The last thing you want to do on that first snowstorm is 
walk into the shop and then forget that you had broken 
two of the shovels in the last storm. Testing water heat-
ers throughout the community is also important, to see 
whether heat tape or a replacement is needed.
 Clean All Catch Basins, Storm Drains and 
Roof Drains. This should be done throughout fall, 
until leaves stop dropping. The important thing is to 
make sure there is nothing clogging these drainage areas 
when snow hits. The last thing you want is 2 feet of snow 
all over the property and discover that 50 percent of your 
storm-water management system is clogged, because it can 
create additional water issues and damage across the prop-
erty. 
 Spread Resources Across Properties. For 
owners and managers with multiple properties, com-
munication is key to avoid product shortages, especially 

when deliveries 
may be delayed 
because of high 
demand (like 
the need for salt 
last winter). If 
one property is 
sitting on three 
or four pallets 

[of salt], and another property is down to their last bag, 
make sure your team is communicating with each other 
and saying ‘OK, let’s supplement this property until their 
delivery comes.  And then, once that delivery comes, 
replenish the property that did have the surplus.
 Preventive maintenance programs may differ 
between properties, so customize schedules as needed.  It 
has been proven that providing weekly, monthly, semian-
nual and annual checklists helps maintenance teams catch 
any potential problems and resolve them quickly and 
efficiently.  Identifying and resolving Potential Problems 
avoids the necessity of crisis management on the fly when 
they turn into  Real Problems!   So before the first freeze 
and the first snow flake flies it might be a good idea to 
review your winter preventive maintenance plan so that 
wintry weather does not catch you by surprise.
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letter a firm offer that cannot be revoked, and will only 
die with the passage of time.
 The first step to avoiding renewal problems is to 
tighten down your renewal process.  Your system should 
be able to flag problem tenants so that you don’t send 
renewal offers to problem tenants.  In theory this should 
be easy, in practice it is not.  You will never be able to 

eliminate human er-
ror.  However, you 
can eliminate software 
shortcomings.  If your 
property management 
software can’t flag prob-
lem tenants to prevent 
the automatic genera-
tion of a renewal letter, 
you should talk to your 

software provider about adding this feature.  If a landlord 
has one hundred percent confidence that renewal letters 
will only go to tenants that deserve to be renewed and that 
the landlord wants to renew, the landlord will avoid most 
renewal related issues.
 However, even if a landlord’s renewal process is 
airtight, this doesn’t resolve the issue of tenants who are 
sent renewals and then become major problems.  This 
problem along with almost all other renewal related issues 
can only be addressed by careful drafting of the renewal 
letter.  A well-drafted renewal letter should meet a num-
ber of goals.  Landlords should draft renewal letters so 
that the renewal letter does not make an offer to the ten-
ant to renew.  Rather, a renewal letter should be drafted as 

an invitation by the 
landlord to receive 
(be receptive) to 
offers of renewal 
from the tenant. A 
landlord’s renewal 
letter language 
should never create 
an unconditional 
firm offer.  Rather, a 
renewal letter should 

be drafted more as a reminder and marketing letter.  For 
example, “we invite you to discuss renewing your lease 
with us”.  
 If a landlord decides to make a renewal offer, the 
renewal letter should give the landlord an out if circum-
stances change.  Additionally, if you make an offer, you 
should consider placing appropriate conditions on the 
renewal.  For example, “our offer to renew is open for 
thirty days, and can only be accepted as long as you are in 
continued on page 4

2016 SCHEDULE FOR CLIENT 
WORKSHOPS AND LUNCHEONS
 Listed below are the scheduled dates for our 2016 
Client Educational Workshops and Luncheons.  Please 
take note of the dates.  Remember, it is important to 
register for these events as early as posible because space 
is limited and client registrations are accepted by date of 
sign up. You can always sign up for THS events on our 
website thslawfirm.com or by contacting Matt at matt@
thslawfirm.com.  If you are registering more than one 
person for a workshop or luncheon we need to have the 
name and property/company of each person who will be 
attending.
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    IMPORTANT THS NOVEMBER DATES 
  
November 11th  ALL COURTS CLOSED 
   VETERANS DAY HOLIDAY  
 
November 26th  ALL COURTS CLOSED 
   THANKSGIVING DAY HOLIDAY 
  
November 26th & 27th THS Closed
   THANKSGIVING DAY HOLIDAY
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good standing (not in default), and by executing a new 
lease”.  A good renewal letter should also remind a tenant 
of the disadvantages of not renewing.  Specifically, the let-
ter should remind the tenant that if they don’t renew, the 
much higher month-to-month rates go into effect.
 A carefully drafted renewal letter can meet the 
dual goals of having flexibility of not being locked in to 

set rates for ex-
tended periods if 
conditions change, 
and also effective 
marketing.  To il-
lustrate this point, 
let’s compare two 
renewal letter ap-
proaches that go 
out ninety days 
prior to the end of 

a tenant’s lease.  The first renewal letter states, “We invite 
you to meet with us to discuss renewing your lease.  Our 
current rate for a one bedroom is $700 per month, but 
rates are subject to change.” The second renewal letter 
states, “we are offering to renew your one bedroom for 
$700 per month”.  
 The first approach is not an offer, but an in-
vitation to discuss a new lease.  If the tenant becomes a 
problem, you don’t have to sign a new lease with them.  
The first approach also creates a sense of urgency on the 
tenant’s part.  The tenant may likely conclude that they 
better get into the leasing office, and get this done, or the 
price might go up.  The second approach creates no sense 
of urgency.  The tenant may conclude that they can accept 
it at anytime during the next three months.  Given the 
human tendency to keep options open and put things off, 
the tenant will put off dealing with renewal as long as pos-
sible.  
 If a landlord decides to stick with the second 
approach, the renewal letter can be substantially strength-
ened by minor changes.  Specifically, the second approach 
could be changed from “we are offering to renew you” 
to “we are currently leasing to qualified tenants”.  If you 
make this one minor change, you now have an out if the 
tenant becomes a problem.  You can explain to a problem 
tenant that “qualified tenants” mean tenants that are not 
currently in default of their lease.
 If a tenant situation blows up, and you want to 
withdraw the renewal, you should always do so in writing.  
“Because of the incident, we are withdrawing our offer to 
renew.”  It may not fly legally, depending on the renewal 
letter that was sent, but it is better than nothing, and 
many times a tenant will just accept the revocation. 
continued          

Also, keep in mind guarantor, or co-signer issues when 
sending renewal letters.  When renewal comes up, fre-
quently guarantors or co-signers won’t re-sign.  Accord-
ingly, the renewal of tenants with guarantors, or co-sign-
ers should always be conditioned on the guarantors and 
co-signers re-signing as well.
 Similarly to all tenant-related legal documents, 
renewal letters illustrate the constant tension between
legally advantageous 
language and tenant 
friendly documents.  
Because legal ly 
ironclad language 
can negatively af-
fect leasing, land-
lords do not want 
a five-page renew al 
letter written in legalese.  On the other hand, overly 
simplistic renewal letters that are not well thought out 
can lead to unnecessary legal battles and associated costs.  
However, with knowledge of the key legal principles that 
apply to renewals, a landlord should be able to strike 
a proper balance, and write renewal letters in a tenant 
friendly fashion that also serves the community’s mar-
keting goals and strategies.  Fair housing concerns dic-
tate consistency.  If a tenant becomes a problem after a 
renewal letter goes out, you don’t have to renew if your 
renewal letter gives you options.  However, you need to 
follow through and not renew all other tenants that have 
the same or similar issues.

iix.xx.x---iix.xx.x---iix.xx.x---
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A
Thought!

Never be afraid 
to try something 

new. 

Remember 
Amateurs built 

the Ark. 
Professionals 

built the Titanic.
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A GOOD RULE TO ADOPT FOR 
THE HOLIDAYS


